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ABsnmt
the valid ity  o f the axiom of ©hole© is  constantly found to 0# 
a 'basis for disagreement among mathematicians* the purpose of th is  
study is  not to assert the valid ity  or the lack of valid ity  of the 
axiom of choice, but rather to demonstrate the equivalence of th is  
axiom with other propositions from, various branches of imthematies*
the study f i r s t  devotes i ts e lf  to establishing definitions, 
explaining notation and citing  various well-known theorems and/or 
pro-positions which are necessary fo r the reading of the paper*
In asserting m i  proving three- theorems, each, of which ©exposes 
a separate chapter, the axiom of choice is  ©town to- be equivalent 
U  various theorems and propositions in set theory and. topology* 
the fourth chapter, in  particu lar, discusses the- equivalence of 
the axiom' of choice and the law of trichotomy for cardinal numbers*
The study concludes with a b rief discussion of the .role of 
the axiom of choice in  mathematics*
isjxwaw? ioit> b of me mm. of choics
IHfWCfXOI
In 1904* germele formulated a principle commonly r* f«m d to as 
the axiom of choice* 14a axiom of choice asserts that for every non-* 
etspiy m% I* there exists a ftmet&em f  on the oellecbioii of nonempty 
subsets* A* of X Into X, ‘ such that for every A* the image of a. under 
f  is  In A* The question of the validity of th is principle gave rise  to 
a controversy #il«h divided mathematicians* Evers today# although m  
find applications of the axiom of choice to problems of almost every 
domain, of matbeanetic** there Is  a t time© &tfptlcism mmmmMg I ts  
use*
Assuredly the principle behind the axiom of choice «ms used 
many times before i t s  actual foimalation* Eolloitog the suggestion of 
Erhard Schmidt* Eermelo exp licitly  stated the principle of choice %m 
1904 and used i t  as the basis for hie proof of the weH^ordering 
theorem and again in 1900 for h is second, proof*
The axiom of choice does not assert that no can designate one 
element in every nm*mM  set*nor th a t we. can ehoeee a particular 
element from every set* Actually the axiom merely asserts the 
existence of such an element* Here* then# m  observe the basis of 
controversy surrounding the axle® of choice* I t  le  the assertion of 
existence rather than the actual construction of the se t ufcioh Is  the 
cause of many in tu itio n ista  regarding the principle as inadmissible
2
3m  lacking importance*
Bespit© the controversy surrounding the axiom of choice the resu lts 
obtained from i t  have bean indisputably valuable in the modem -develop* 
meat o f mathematics*
1n chapter I  the reader w ill he introduced to the notation, 
symbolism and definitions used throughout the paper*
In R aptor I I  the m im  of choice is  shorn to he equivalent to 
propositions from m% tbeery'*
Chapter I I I  discusses the axiom of choice and the fyebonoff 
theorem*
In chapter I f 'm  find th a t the law of trichotomy for cardinal 
numbers and the axiom of choice are equivalent*
In chapter ? the reader w ill find a few applications o f the 
axiom o f  choice-*
(g am ?  i
Thin entire chapter contains definitions with which the reader 
should he fam iltar p rio r to  leading the succeeding chapters*
I f  m  hair# a function i  which map# X into T* then by f{x)f where 
x 1# In X, w# mean the image o f at under f* for evaiy y contained in 
the rang# Of f  w* deftn# f  <y) to he the net of a l l  at .in X tm.eh that 
I f fo r m®ry k ®pm in  X*. f(A) i s  open Is  f , then f  la  said to 
be as Open stepping*
4 relation earn fee defined as a to t o f ordered pairs* I f  S is  a 
relation we writ# xRy and tx»jr) # R interchangeably* .and we my x  Is 
B~related to y i f  and only i f  acgy* the domain of a relation ft i s  %fee 
set of a ll  f i r s t  ■coordinates of members- of 1* and I ts  rang# is  the set 
of a ll  mmnd coordinates* -One of the slim iest relations is  the set 
of a l l  .pairs (x*y) sods 'that x i s  a member of .some fixed se t 4 and 
y is  a member of sous# fixed set B* This relation is  the Cartesian 
product of A -m& B*
I f  [X±\ n is  a collection of sets*- the product space* denoted
° r  * • ”  
fo r every j  i t  i s  true th at Xj is  an # l « n t  of !j*  To extend the 
concept of product spaces* le t  { x ^ ^ b o  a collection of sets Indexed 
by A« Then the Cartesian p ro d u c t^  X& of the sets of th is  collection 
is  defined 'to be the se t of a l l  mappings f* defined on A into U 
such th a t f(a) i s  an element of the set Xa for a l l  *att in A*
by is  defined, as the set of a l l  a~tuple.$
5Oiltm m  s rb ito ry  set s  and a relation  8 on t o  element#
o f & to n  we say t o  sc ia tica  R partially-orders $ i f  and only i f  
t) i f  a and h mo in  S such that aHb than not bffs and 2) i f  a* b and 
a mo in  $ snob th a t aSb and hi# than ate*
8 is  mid 'to simply-erder 0 i f  E partlalXy~orders 3 and i f  aEb 
or bBa is  true for every a and b in S* I f  S Is  partially-ordered by I  
and 0* i t  a subset of S which i t  atsply^Ofdwed by i* to n  3* i t  ta iled  
a t o l a  in  $•#
i f  1 i t  a illa tio n  which .aiafly^ondert S to n  1 i t  said- to well* 
t r ie r  B I f  every non-espty subset of 0 baa a f i r s t  or B&nimal element * 
i«o* for ©very non-cmapty subset A Of $ there m is ts  an element x in A
tttOh tb it  miy for all- y not eqpol to & in  A*
In oar discussion of chains in  Chapter 21 m  sometimes re fer to
«cte
a chain in  some arbltrxrar setA3* By- th is  tse assume. that we hum 
partially-ordered 5 by inclusion* c  * m i then t o  definition of a chain 
in  S conforms with our above, defin ition .
By A £  B we mean l i s t  tuhset o f 1 and A <= § m m o  A. i s  a 
proper subset of SU
I f  W# Is  a chain In eon# se t S then by union of I 1' or U 1* we 
mam U I  tsii& larly  for In to sd e tto } #NCN*
I f  A and B are arb itrary  sets* by A-s m  mom the se t of a l l  
x  sussh th a t x Is  -In A but not In i*
Suppose that 0 i s  a se t partially-ordered by o( then x is  a 
maximal element of $ i f  to r e  does 'hot ex ist x* .in S such t o t  x o< x* * 
i  aoa-«piy se t of set® & is  said to. bo of f in ite  character i t  
and only i f  I) every finite- subset o f a member of £ i s  also a member
6of and 2} i f  every fin ite  subset of a set is  a member of 4  then the
set is  &lm o member of 4*
Let g be a set end cr a eoiXeoUeo of subsets of S* Then <T is
said to generate the collection f  of subsets of B defined as follows:
A subset I  of S is  an element of T i f  m3 only i f  S is  the union of a
collection of elements of * The collection a -  la  said to- be a basis for
the collection T which i t  generates*
Let S be a non^ampty set and f  a class o f subsets of S* th m  S
1# a topological space*, with topology f* i f  and only i f  I) for any
collection G* of sets In T we hate Q e o *  ® m  of T and 2) for
any fin ite  collection G1 of sets in t  we have ^Qq« G an element of T,
■$
Hall and Spencer / S.J *P*5  ^prove the f  allowing? Let S be a set
ana t  a collection of subsets of S generated by ^  * Then* 0 is  a
topological space with the topology T i f  and only i f  the following 
hoMt (1) Given p an element of S* there ex ists a set 0 in  ^  each 
that p Is  in tf* <2) Given ii and V elegants o f^~  and any point p 
in  un V then there eadata m  element M of such that p is  in  W 
and tfc o ft  f ,
Let £  be a  non-empty family of sets* £  is  said to possess the 
f in ite  Intersection property i f  for every fin ite  subcolleetion F* 
o f £ we have peV* I  i3 to posses# the intersection property 
i f  Fy p f^ .
1the numbers in  brackets refer to the bibliography*
7The following diteuMldfi. m  eard&sftl. numbers is  talcum 1*1*010 
BiWpiiigki [9] *fp *13&43^*
Two seta are m$M to he o|0iirhi«3tt or to he of the same power 
i f  there- «*iste a one~te*«om correspondence between the elements of 
these sate* i t  is  apparent tha t the reflexive* apm eirical and transitive  
laws hold fo r the relation  of equivalence*
.-Suppose now that we- hare a .family of sets* le t  us divide the sets 
.into classes* assigning t m  set# to  the m m  olaas i f  and only- i f  they 
are equivalent* The .classes are called equivalences classes and we m21 
them o rd in a l numher©-* Cardinal numbers relating  to the w e  class are 
regarded as equal* Cardinal, numbers -are usually regarded as classes of 
a l l  se ts equivalent to (of the same power as) a certain given -.set#
I f  S is  a  given set- m i s* the cardinal number .serving to denote 
the el&e# o f equivalent set# to 'which II helongs.* them we- shall. say that 
to- the se t W corresponds the cardinal muaber % or tt& t the set ft is
at
of power at* and we shaXl write Mm and ispear# II*
Since for f in ite  m%® the concept o f equivalent sets Is  synonymous 
with the concept of set® with equal number of elements* I t  i s  simplest 
and face% convenient to adopt natural numbers as the respective symbols 
o f cardinal numbers* As the cardinal number of the empty se t we adopt 
the number 0*
The cardinal number corresponding, to- danumerable sets -  i»e* sets 
which can be placed in a one t^o**one correspondence with the set of 
ppsltive integers -  I# denoted, a fte r 0* Cantor* by the symbol f^0 * 
le t  A and 0 be two gives sets* He write 1 < 8 i f  the set A is  
equivalent to (of the m m  power as) a certain  subset of the set S*
but the mb S is  not equivalent to m y  subset of the set k*
The Im  of Trichotomy for cardinal .numbers states that i f  A1 
and kg ^  arbitrary seta* then always- one and only one of the
52? $£• £$ S£* 5E jS£ .
formulae ^ ° ^ s*
k function t  i s  said to be a sim ilar mapping of the p artia lly - 
ordered set A onto the partially-ordered se t B i f  f  i s  a one-to-one 
making o f A onto S and i f  i  pm m rtm  the ordering*
le t  a be a relation  defined on the elements of a set A* Each 
subset A| of A such th a t .if **# is  in  k^ and at i t  in  A with xRa* then 
at Is in A ,^ i s  called a segment of the set A*
Suppose now that A is  well-ordered by &« le t  be a segment of A* 
The set A-A| is  well-ordered and baa a unique f i r s t  element*- say nan* 
Beflne Aa as the- set- o f a l l  x  bn A such that sBa is  true* Clearly A|-A^» 
We def ine the power of every well-ordered, set as an- aleph* and 
conversely every aleph. i s  the power of a certain well-ordered set*
I f  M is  a well-ordered se t and sS^the power, of & then we designate 
the power o f the class of a ll  subsets of It by 2 *
Halmos /37*pp«t9*30-33 introduces the concept of measure by mm® 
of set functions and rings* Balms defines a ring m  a non-empty class 
H of sets such that i f  § and f  are In B then S o f and B-F are in R*
A se t function is  a. function whose domain of definition is  a class of 
m tm  An extended real-valued se t function J* defined on a class g of 
sets i s  additive whenever I  and F are d isjo in t elements of E such 
that th e ir union is  also in  E then/A(lof)s»yt{E)4/f(F)^ Further is
eountably additive or <r-additive i f  fo r every d isjo in t sequence 
1 ^5  of sets In E whose union is  also in  I* we h a v e ( U  | =
21 yACS*)* A mnmt®  is  m  smbmini real valued* non-negative and
Y i - l
mmtbbtf additive set function defined on a ring# The n w m e  of the 
empty m t in defined as $,
How a -ring 1# -a non-empty clo ts S of acts such that I) I f  B
and t  are elements of j| then B-F la  la  g  and 2) i f  lb is  an clement
BO *
of S fo r then JJ B^  la  in §*
Suppose, now, th at we have a -ring § and a measure d e fin e  on
g* I t  la  customary to  call, a subset B of a set measurable i f  and only
i f  i t  belongs to the <*~ -ring  g*
m m m  u
m  w m m x c  mvivkmwMs
•Vfe pm m  the equlva&ane# of the m im  of oheim  with several pre­
positions from sot theory by stating and proving the following theorem? 
theorem X following are equivalent i
(t)  the lansderff Itolmal Principle* Svery chain is  
a non-empty family of sot® A is  a subset of some 
aaadaal chain in A*
{t} Every family of sot®, containing a chain ha® at
lea s t one maximal chain*
(5) the Maximality Principle i^ o r  every chain H in 
■a aon^eapty f » i ly t S# of se ts, there exist# a 
set A in  J> containing the union of I  then there 
■exist# a maximal set of 3*
W  The Tukey lemmas- I f  A is  a non-empty family of 
set® with fin ite  character then there exist# a 
maximal member of 4*
(J) fteatowatci*® lemmas I f  B is  a chain in a p artia lly - 
ordered .set A* then there ex ists a maximal chain 
U having B as m subset*
{6} gom*# Lemma* I f  every chain B in a p a rtia lly - 
ordered act A ha® an upper bound# then A ha®
a maximal element*
(?) the Well-Ordering Theorem? Every non-empty set 
can to© weli-orierM.
{8} 01ven a relation B on an arb itrary  set X then 
there ffigists a  function f  such tha t f  is  a subset 
of R and the domain of R is  equal to the domain 
of f*
(9) Olven a collection of non-empty set® £x ] .
the product space of the collection €
la  non-void*
to-
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<10) t f  g  i s  a family of pairwise d isjo in t
sots then there exists a set O such th at for 
every 4 in  4 the intersection of G with A i s  a 
unit- set#,
(11) $ettR&&*s Proposition* I f  G Is  a family of non­
empty sets then there ex ists a set B of ordered 
pairs (G.x) utnore G is  an element of G and x is
an element of G siti farther for every G in G I t  
la  true that there exists a unique ordered pair
CGtjr) In 1#
<12) the Axiom of Choice; for every non-empty set 4 
there exists a function f  defined, on the non- 
empty subsets of 4 such that fo r every non­
empty subset h of 4 f(B) is  an element of B«
Proof;
<t)—>(2)
fhe implication of (2) by the Baus&orff Maximal Principle* (1) * la  
triv ia l#  To show th is  Implication le t  A be a family of sets containing a 
chain* By our hypothesis we have the existence of a maximal Chain in 
A which contains the given chain* thus# our conclusion is  immediate.
<2>—><3)
Me now show that <3), the maxImaMby principle* i s  implied by {2}* 
fo do th is  le t  $ be a non-empty fatally of se ist le t  .B be.a chain, in- jg• 
iy  (2) the#* ex ists a t least, one maximal chain K in  j|* bur hypothesis 
then states there ex ists -a se t 4 in  3 such., that every set m$esring fj 
is  a subset o f A* Define f«A* Me assert 1 is  iiaxisiaX In jg« _ Suppose not# 
That la# suppose there dees foeitb a set B in- g  such that X is  a proper 
subset of B* Then -the collection of sets Hf which is  composed of B and 
every set Its j§ is  a chain In jg* th is  is  evident for le t  m md m* be 
elements In M1 # Me have two p o ssib ilitie s; e ither both n md ml are 
elements of the chain J§ (whence mcm# or m* c:m)? or one of them* say ra*
I f
lcf m  element of jg and the la tte r  p o ssib ility  yieM# sea*  sinet
every foment of J§ i t  0 subset of A»X which i s  in tom  a proper subset 
of $«. Hot only is  If-1 new o ebain bat i t  properly contains 1 which eon* 
im d ie ts g  being sms&mal .in B* Thus X muot bo &gi&mal#
<3)— * W
In showing {3) * the maatiBaXity principle* Implies (4), the fcltey
Lmm* we mee th# property of finite <&&rftetor* the reader is referred
book to page f  * to  show th is  implication le t  A be a family of set#
with f in ite  e te m ta r  end le t  I 1' be a chain in JU Define set A- to be
th e  onion #f if1 * ■fottber,* l e t  m  mm m®wm f  1# a  fin ite  su b se t of A*
We a s s o r t  th a t  F i s  a su b se t o f  som® I  in  H1* whence by th e  f i r s t  be*
fining property fo r fin ite  obaraotor we have f  m  element #f JU Cfb#
second defining property then yields A m  eXesaant o f 4*} Hole I* is
a chain th a t for .and 1^ elements of I* m  hate either
l 4c i  or S - e l*  How F is  a  f in ite  subset o f A by assumption, %km  f ■«, 2 1
there most assist g  a f in ite  subfamily o f -Sf such th a t f  i s  i ts e lf  
contained in  the tmlea of a ll  the 0*a In-g* Since 0 i s  f in ite  we may 
assert §  has a largest member* s a il i t  0** containing. F* How Gf being 
an element of §  foroas i t  to be an alM m t of I 1 * Define Beg** fhus 
fo r every F* finite* contained in  A there exists a se t H* m  element of 
»*♦ which eealal&s F as a  subset sa l whieti i s  in  tai$  a subset of Ju 
A being of U n ite  character by hypothesis then gives os A an element 
o f A* fkm  & sa tisfie s  -the, hypothesis of the m asisality principle* 
hence A ha# a w&$mX member#
W —»(5)
Iff. order to show (4) lag&Ue (5) lo t B be a chain in  a partially* 
ordered se t A and define B to be the family o f .all subsets of A whose
13
union with B I t  i  chain* notice B is  net void sines .S is  by definition 
In 8*
Ms now show I  is  of fin ite  character* ?© th is  end lo t C* be an 
element o f B and le t  C be a f in ite  subset of O’ * Bow C* union B is  a 
chain -  I#©* for every n and a1 contained in th e ir union cither mem* 
or m* &* For every a and tlf contained in the union of 0 and 1 m  hair©
» and nf contained in the union of 0* and Bj thus we have either n <=:»* 
or n* c  n. Me now have C belonging to JJ* What we hair# shown then is  that 
for every fin ite  subset of a member of B I t  i s  i ts e lf  a member of B.
The second defining property for f in ite  character obviously holds.
I t  is  evident that 8 is 'o f  f in ite  Character* hence by Tukey* s 
im m  there exists a maximal se t 8* in j|* flow the union of B1 with i  i s  
a chain* call- i t  B*# We assert B* is  maximal* I f  there deists a chain t  
containing 1* a© a proper subset i t  would have 1 and B* as proper sub­
sets* Then E would belong to  B which contradicts B* being a maximal set 
in B*
We wish now th show that (5)* K urate wski*s lemma* implies pro­
position (6), known as t o js lemma* to th is  end le t  f  be a chain in the 
partially-ordered set A* then by (5) we have the existence of a maximal 
chain U of A such that B Is  contained in M* Our hypothesis then gives 
m  an upper bound* say x, of M. We assert x is  a maximal element of A* 
Suppose that x proceeds y (according to the partial-orderlng of A) In A* 
Then every m belonging to If precedes y* Sow the set composed of a l l  
the elements of M and y is  easily verified to be a chain In A* Further*
H is  now a proper subset of th is  chain which contradicts M being maximal* 
Therefore there is  no such y*
One of the- ■&&% frequently used principle# which w ill be m m  to 
be equivalent to the fociem o f choice ■ ifam the pm ot of 'Theorem 1 is  
completed i#  the lle ii4 )rio rln f Theorem* Using Zorn*© le m *  .(&)# we now 
prove the MeXX*4)rderXng ffeeefeii# (? ). the proof i s  due to S to ll /to7*fp 
114*118, from the defin itions of sX®pXy*ordered se ts and well-ordered, 
set# i t  i s  clear th a t to insure a re la tion  a wsll^orders a set A i t  is  
su ffic ien t th a t U he sniXayiaaetrle and th a t la  each subset A^
there ex ists m  element such thata^-Eb fo r every b in- A1 where b In 
d ifferen t £rm  ftj*
.le t 1 be any se t and le t  J$ be th e  set o f a l l  ordered fair© (A*E) 
where A 1# a subaet of I  and B. A* I f  (A^  ) and CA^ *K^ > are
Ban&ar# of S define (A^»Rj> < (Ag*Bg) i f  sod only I f  a) A.| i s  a  proper 
subset of A2 » t»  Rf i s  a *«**r subset of *% m  #) * r  a, **» O M  
of A^  and ©g an- element of A^A^ then (s^*a^) i s  part o f the ordering 
by Eg,# th a t i s  to- soy m  require A| to be a proper subset of Ag» th a t 
the ordering o f A^  bo m  «t«Ei-slon of th a t o f A|# and every clement of A^ 
precedes every element of A^**A^ * Xt- is  Ip&ediah# that < p&rtiaXIy^orders
1*
Mo prove next th a t Cjt* <} s a tis fie s  the hypothesis of Scan*© 
lemma* th a t is* every chain la  S he# an upper bound in  j|* For a chain 
C which i s  a subset o f g we piopo-.se a# an., upper bound the ordered p a ir 
(A1* a 1} A ero A1 i#  the 'union o f a i l  ; • the A1# in the ordered pairs 
(A»E) which belong to: 0 and K* is  the union'of e l l  of the R*o for the 
m e  ordered pairs.* ile a rly  the- question is  whether (ASB*) belongs to 
S# fo shew th is  we prove (A*#Rf) ia tis fie #  the conditions cited  above#
1* la  antisymmetric* Me le t  B be- a  non»vold subset of A* and assert tha t
15
there ex ists In- 3 such that (b^b) is  pari o f the ordering of R* f#r 
e rn y  b to  8* for ouch a S t o r s  to *  m U to  (A ,.*,) belonging to a suoh
that the Intersection of B with A^  is  not wM* Since B^  i s  a well-, 
o rte to g  o f V  to r e  t o t o  i»0 an # m m t  o f to o  ta to e e c to n  a«oh
that i&0*b) is- part o f the eidterlng of I | for a il b net equal to in
i  o A|* Hem generally* fo r e w y  b In i  there « i s ta  M with(&fR) m
of C » *  that (O0,b> U  part of t o  ordering, o f a ,. i .e .  'being
m  element of Bt b is  centmlnec|. In. seme A fo r idileb t  w#31-or#©rs A and
(ifB) is  .in ordered pair In $# $s<3a*&t given b so a to m i o f 1* there
exists an element (A«R) o f C with b an element of A* i f  A i s  S'ftabscI
of then (b0*t>) is  part o f the ordering of S |t otherwise A is  a super-
set o f A, and Umm I  '.contains R * fben {b ,b) belongs to E .end so
1 _ ' » I ' 0' "
belongs to llf as desired.*.
Wm m  m s  infer- the existence o f a. maximal element (&*R) of j|*
the proof t i l l  be *wple%e i f  i t  can be aSienm 'that A«X* To th is  aid
m®wm- the &$sa&e there ex ists at, in i-iU Adjoin.x to A and
extend th# ordering of A to one of Au £ft] ojr defining % to be greater
than each e lu e n t o f A* 'th is fie ld s' the ordered pair (&’*&*} where A1
- -I ssi s  the union of A ami -{a** -and with the mb of a l l  .ordered,
pairs £a*x) for fa* ranging over the elements of A* fh m  B* well-order®
A1 and hence {A, *Bt > Is an element of J>* Moreover, (A*!)- < (1* *1*} 
which 'Contradicts (A.,E) being a maximal element* Hence P*.A*
C?}-*(8)
fit# next proof 'In oar theorem Is  the Implication o f (8} by the
well-ordertng theorem* For th is  proof le t  R be a relation on an
arb itrary  non-empty se t X and le t  X be. an element of the domain, of B*
By hypothesis X can be well-ordered* 'Define It as' the se t of a l l  y Inac
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X such that (x*y) is  m  ordered pair in  £* being a subset of the mlfa*
ordered set I  is  i ts e lf  well**erdered* le t  g{z) be the f i r s t  element in
E * 'Obviously then {x»g{2Nt)} is  an element of ft# I f  we now define #(x)3S
to be the se t of a l l  ordered pairs (&*g{x)) where at ranges oyer the domalii 
of E we have £ as a fu n c tio n  satisfying the desired properties*
(6)—K9)
v/@ now turn our .attention to product spaces Am order to shew (B) 
implies (f) * le t \% \ . be a collection of non-empty -sets* forJEfc -fit- € .jRfc
awery **aw in  A define the re la tien  ft to be the se t of -all ordered pair# 
(Xft#x } where acft is  an element of X&* (8} then assert# the existence 
of a function f  each th a t f  is  a subset of B and- the domain o f £ i s  the 
same as the domain of 8* He haw# then for w r y  X-a an element of X 
with ($a*Xg) on ordered p air in the function f  • Further* i t  la  evident 
that x is  unique fo r by the definition of a function we cannot hay# xts H
and x* both ©lemettt# of X*. &mh th at (L >xft) and (X ,x* ) are orderedUr *5* ®* $» 8- $S
pair# of' the function* We now define ^  to  be the set of a l l  x such 
that is  in  the range of f  and note that {x^ x a point of the 
product space m whence^ TT^X  ^ a# non*ei^ty*.
(93— vd-0)
the following demonstrate# how (9) implies (10)? le t{ a ^  ^ b e  
a family of mem~#sspty pairwise d isjo in t sets* By hypothesis then TT %a € a a
1# noMoid* Therefore le t  f &r  ^ p ^ be a point in the product space*
fteie that a is  an element of A for r in B* refine C to be the set of 
r t r . *1 1
coordinate# of [a s Obviously* then* for w r y  r  An B i t  is  truer  t £ e
that the intersection of C with A la the unit set {a^ .
(10)— K11)
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The next proof in our theorem is  the implication of S#rmolo'* # 
proposition by (10). To prow the Implication lo t § bo a family of non- 
empty tots* For G «©»ialned in  g define m  the sot of a l l  ordered pal## 
(0,*) *here * is  an elawnfc of S. SQ is  non-voM stoos each 0 is  i ts e lf  
non-void. Sfctiee now that the family of sets a * [$B\  ^ is  a  family
of non-empty se ts . Further fo r every G and G* in  g we have n
i f  <&$** § sa tisfie s  the hypothesis to CIO)* thm  there exists a set- 
B such th at for every B in. 3 the Intersection of B with $ is  a- unit set*
Bi triv ia lly #  sa tisfie s  the conclusions - to (It)*
(f t)— *(12)
10 now Show (I t)  implies (12)* the proof is  tr iv ia l, for  le t  A
be a non-empty set -and define 4  m  the set o f -all non-empty subsets ©f
A* Applying (11) to 4 there then ex ists a set B of ordered- pairs (A *x)
3 f e .
where JL is  in  A md x  is  m  element o f A. and further for every A. in
i  1 J
A there is  a unique ordered pair (Aj*y) in: B* low le t  0 be a non-empty
subset of' A. Then there exists the unique ordered pair {C.,jc ) in  B
where x is  in G* For every 0 in. A define f(0)«oc where (G«x ) i s  in 8* e $ ' o
A* i s  unique and x is  In 0 whence f(0) is- a .function and £(£) i s  m© O '
element of. 0*.
Cia)—>CD
Prior to proving (12) Implies (I) tie prove the following I m s
le t  £ be a non-void, partially-ordered set such 
that -every chain included in I  has a le a s t upper 
bound In ®* I f  f  mps  1- into § has the property 
f(x) for « w y  x, in  B then there ex ists a t 
lea st one at in  •£ rush that £(x)«x*
The proof is  taken from Stoll/'®/ *pp 113-116* As a matter -of definition le t
A be a subset o f I  md *m* a fixed eltsteni. o f 1* Me say A is  admissible
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rela tive to *?at i f  only i t  13 *»* i s  m  element o f A, 2) f(A) is  
a subset a t 4 and 3) i f  f  i s  a chain is  A then the lea st upper bound of 
F, lub f t i s  an eiemaat of A*
from  the above definition .1 la o tearir aimtaetble t© say m* le t  jg
be the set o f a l l  M1 in  S which are admissible ( i t  w ill be m€ersioedf
alihoagst net. explicitly  etaied* admissible re la tiv e  to  m) and define I! 
as tbs Intersection of a l l  the ff1 .In Jt* fa r every chain 0 in  M# 0 is  
a subset of each If* ilsieh is  admissible and hence the Ltib o f the chain 
0 is  contained In each If1 * this., then* ears that the lub 0 is  contained 
in- IS* Thus* we have M admissible* le ts  th a t th is  i s  the smallest 
sdw itiibie -set in 1* Therefore i f  is  a -subset of ft such that ^  is  
admissible we .have
Let- A be defined as the m% Of a l l  x 'Aa 1- such th a t x  ^ m* We 
prove th at A la  admissible#
X Cl ) 1 Since m in  an element of If and m > a* at must be an element of A»
(2) * Let x be m  element of A# fham x is  an -element of II which is
** Whence f(x) is  an element of ?*♦ sine# fo r x in A ■
w» kmm x > x and fix ) > au th is  allow# u# to  assort- fCx) is
an element of A*
O )1. Lot wolsib f  where F is  a chain in  A* Since- A is  a subset -of tt
we. hare P a -subset o f H and hence ¥ an element of I! by 3) *
m la  the lab F which saye for e m tf x in  f  wo have ac # w*
Also* F is  a subset of A -which says fo r wary x in  F* m £ 
hence w i s  m  element o f A*
Thus A la  admitaible ami by the above remarks 4FIL
¥e w ill say m  element x  of i  has property P* !♦#* F(x) , i f  fo r
f  m  element of M with the property y<% tlxm  f(y) ^ x is  tm t#
II* I f  % m  element o f 8 and f(x) is  tr«& then the set B# de~ 
fined m  the sot o f #11 s In' M such th at z* x  or a >P{x) is  admitsIbXe* 
•This follows from the foUowtsgt
(1}* m is  m  element of II and m4x* By I  m*x is  true for a l l  m .in It* 
thus m is  m  element of B*
(&}* hot a be an element of B* Ho- show f{s) i s  an element of B. i s  
in (2)f £(%} is  as element of M* Also* a is  an element of B 
u&ieh says & £ x  o r  a '>  f(x )>  I f  ■;«* then  f(s)«fCw} so th a t  
f(s) > £{m}* Bmm £(%) I s  an element of B. Mow i f  »<x*
F(x) te l ls  us f<s) - it and f(s) belongs to S.* I f  s > fCx}* i t  
i s  true that £{*) > s £ fC.3t) and again f(&) Is  an element of B* 
C3>rt le t  soCLufe F for F a chain in. B* 4s In (3)‘f v  Is  an element of ft* 
Also* for emery a belonging to ¥ either z £ x  Or % > f  (x) *  I f  
a £ x  fo r emery & In F we hare % m  an upper bound for t  m& 
heme w £ % so that m ''belongs to B* Otherwise there exists a
a in  I  smefe th at s >ffx) which implies w > % > f(x) and
again w is  'In B* 
fbus S i s  admissible* and hones B*&*
111* Emery elem ent o f  M has p ro p erty  F* We prove th a t  th e  s e t  -0 
compose! o f  a l l  th e  elem ents x  i n  .1 aucsh. th a t  P(x) i s  t ru e  i s  admits**
i b i s  ** Whence C being  a  subset o f  H im p lies C«$f*
belongs to M such 'that m is  a least element of ,H» thus there 
does not exist a % in  It such that % * m* Hence m sa tisfie s  P 
vacuously and hence belongs to C#
(2)#* Let x belong to 0. Me show f(x) belongs to C. 4s in (2 )1 £(x)
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belongs 'to 1* Wb pm m  fCx) has property F, i*e* I t  y .is In tt
and y < t(x) then f(y) 4 f(x) * Applying I I  to  at w© Mm j  £ .31.
os? y > f  (x) but y > f  Cx) cannot hold* Thus y £ x# I t  y<  x w
hat© f(y.) £ x*, low- -using property ¥ to r at and the fu st that
X £ f(.x) m  fmm f(y) £ ?($)* I t  jwx the -sane conclusion Is
immediate* Thus f(at) is  in  C*
(3)**# lo t w*kuh P where P i s  a chairs in C« As Hr (3)* w is  in M*
th u s  i t  retrain® to  show th a t  P(w)* th a t  is*  l o r  y  la  If and
y < w -we hay© t-(y) £ w* .first wt show th at lo r such a y there
exists a y % in  f  such that y £ yf i whence y* belonging to F
would limply F(y*)* I f  there did not ex ist a y* in F such that
y £ y% then y > f  (y?} > yf is  true for a ll  y* in F* Then y is
■an upper bound for F whence y > tr which is  contrary to our
assumption. Thus there does exist ay* in F such that y £ y* *
I f  y  < ?* 1.« true then applying property P to y* we hate
f(y) £  y* £ w* I f  y«yf then F(y) and II  imply either w £ y or
f(y)'£  w« The f i r s t  possib ility  can be excluded and hence again
£(y) £ w« Thus 0 ig admissible and OH*
from IX and XXX i f  % and y are elements of H then y £ % or y £ f(at) >
x is  true. Therefore M is  simply-ordared. Let x^Xub H. M is  admissible
which says is  In H .and f{xA) Is in M* Thus f(xA) £ xrt is  true* But Q u 0 0
*o -f(x 0) is  true by hypothesis. I t  foUows that
How for the actual proof of (1) hating (12) *3 our hypothesis we 
le t  A be an arb itrary  non-empty family of non-empty sets and assume (1) 
to  be false* Fartlally-order the acts in A by inclusion* Denial of (!) 
says there ex ists a chain in A which Is  not a subset of a maximal 
chain* Define 0 as the set of a l l  chains in A containing the chain Oq*
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Eoilce £ is non*void sine* Is Itself in jg* flow* partiaXXy-order g  by
inclusion and let If. f  ^„  »ff be a chain in C* Observe that each f ^aJ a€g ■ a
is itself a chain in A* Define T to be the onion of f** We assert T is a
chain in A* If t, and t art elements of f  t h m  there exists f and t
s  1 2 ftj a2
in f *' such that t. is In f and is in t  * Being in a chafe we have
1 ai 2 2
either T c f. or f c f  * iithout lost of generality let T c f * 
«1 a2 *2 a1 81 2
gonsc^ meatly* m Mm both tj and in the chain * whence t^ c:t2 or
2
* Thm T Is a chain* T obviously contains 0 #^ Farther it is evident 
that f is the least upper bound for the chain ff*
low  d e n ia l  o f  CD s ty e  t h a t  ’th e re  e x i s t s  no Maximal elem ent i n  JJ*
Let g be th e  function  defined  oh th e  su b se ts  o f  g  which i s  guaranteed by
(12)* For each* 0- in  JJ d e fin e  d(6) to  be th e  s e t  o f  a l l  chains in  O ■which
p ro p erly  con ta in  C.* low I t  i s  c le a r  th a t  f o r  each C we have S(c) non* 
void fo r  o therw ise  C i s  maximal in  J*  Further* each 0(0} i s  a  subset o f  
£ i th e re fo re 'd e f in e  f(0 )»  g($(0}}» We- then have f(0 )  contained in  B { 0  * 
1.#* fo r  every # in  £  i t  i s  t ru e  th a t  0  i s  p roperly  contained in  f{0)*
C and f  s a t i s f y  the- hypo thesis to  m r  p rev ious lemma? however*
O being a proper subset of t ( Q ) for" every O in- £ is a contradiction 
to the conclusion of the lemma* IMs £t) must be true*
m m m i  u x  
m m m xm *  m m & im cm
Bator® 4i*0u&£lng the axiom of choice 1b. relation to the fychoneff 
theorem we prove too lemmas*
* *  .  CA ** « coUwtton of sPaoe8' Befin,
be the collection of a l l  subsets of the product apace 1T^ X that
are of the form TT f  where for some fin ite  subset B of the index set a e  A a
A lie have f a an open set la  Xa for a l l-11 a0 in I  and Ta=$a for all. °an in
A«S* Holies In <r the elements have ■ a l l  bat a fin ite  number of the co­
ordinates coming trom som  in while a fin ite  number have
th e ir coordinates coming from some open set in the remaining I*a*
tm m  1*1 tf~ forms a basis for a topology of the product space
TT i  *aa A a
to  show th at cr i$  a basis we prove Cl) given any point o f the
product spice ^  Xa then there exists m  element of which contains
th is  point and (11) given any two set© in  <r- and some arbitrary  point 
in th e ir intersection then there is  another set in  < r containing th is 
point which is  in. turn a subset la  the intersection of the f i r s t  two 
set®,
Using the notation above* i f  we le t  S be- the empty set then m  have 
the product space J g  \  being an element of cr t fhus, tr iv ia lly  (i) is  
true* In lowing property {11) we assert th at i f  g and ¥ are elements 
of <r thm  th e ir -intersection, is  I ts e lf  m  element of c r » which is  a 
stronger resu lt than needed* to  show th is le t  Ta and 2J& \  be
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2$
elements * By definition then thmm exist;-- E and 3  fin ite  a sse ts
o f A smh that Is -an open subset ©f for a ll t  in B and Ya«Xa
for a ll “a* in A«*3 # Likewise Z& is  an open subset of X0  for a ll e in E
and £ for a ll f,an in A*E* Con aider mm the intersection of TT. Y a a a £ a a
and aTf^ ZA* This is  obviously n t 0)^ere t & n i s  an open
set to  X3 for a ll  s to toe union o f 8 and B. With B and B both betog
fin ite  m  have their union finite# further Y n t . «8L for a ll °alt InS H 51
A but not in either I  or i# Settee now by definition we have TT (x n g )aeA a a
an element of <r *
Lemma 2 1* Given the non-empty produet space and F5* jVgl  a€^
a collection of closed subsets o f the product space satisfying the 
fin ite  intersection property then there exists a collection F* of subsets 
of the product ©pace such that f f contains f% F* sa tisfies the fin ite  
Intersection property and F* is  not a proper subcollection of any other 
collection having the fir s t two properties*
to prove the validity of our 1mm®. le t  1 1 » be the family of 
a ll collections of subsets*, not necessarily closed, of J a  X such that 
sa tisfies the fin ite  intersection property* notice H is  non-void 
since F belongs to XI * Fartially-order -ft by defining F^c t ^ to mean 
every set In is  a set in but not conversely. The single collection  
F is  a tr iv ia l stwply-ordered subfamily of 1 1  * Hence the maximaXtty 
principle states there exists a maximal simply-ordered subfamily H  of 
1 1  containing F. The desired collection F * is  seen to be' the largest 
element of f l  which we must prove exists# . 1 ,
' \ -x
I*si 0 * be the union of a ll dements of IX * Me show 0  I s  in  i l
'  > I ' 7thence Q* i s  certainly the largest- element of J1  * Also i f  ^ \ i a ! in  jQ. 
then Q* is  not a proper subset o f any other elu en t of JX.» for cry
/element mtiiaifiing 0 * would be In 12. since such an element would be
/
comparable to every element of i l  *
Suppose &| »%*#**#% are sets in 0 *. fo r every j such that
/
t £ J  ^ n i t  is  true that C^  Is a set in seme collection %m f l  # 
Since f l  is  simply-.ordere^» some on# of these*, say F^ * contains a l l  
the others m d  h m m  contains a ll the sets $G^$ ***,*0^* Then, since
■vi
F sa tis fie s  the f in ite  Sntersectlos property we have 0  C-tfjf* I t
X s I
follows 'that 0 * sa tisfies the fin ite  intersection hypothesis an# is  
1» .flu Also 0 * to eoraparablB with every elenent o f-/l»  so i t  Is in
XX * Thus 0 * l a  the F* desire#.*
.Me'are -new ready to- state m d  demonstrate the proof ofs
theorem 2 ., thm following mm  equivalents
( t ) f the TyoMnOff theorems Given a collection of non-empty 
spaces the product space ^  l a w ill be compact
i f  and only I f  each %. 1 # compact*
{2 >* Given a collection of non-empty contact spaces 
&sif m  ~ tbe family of a ll subsets
of the Cartesian product which, for some a1 in  
k md m m  b open In are the set of a ll points 
{Xgl -with xai an element of U * Then ■ every 
covering of the product space by members of S 
has a fin ite  subcovertng*
(3 )f Tb# axiom of choice*
In th is chapter w© fe e l free to use any of the equivalent forms
of the axiom Of choice Hated in Theorem 1 * The proof of the tjdhm m tt
theorem 1® taken from Hall and Spencer . The actual
equivalences in  Theorem 2  are due to Kelley
<1)*—»{2)*
the implication of (2 ) * by ( 1 ) 1 i s  completely tr iv ia l since any 
open 'Covering of the product space wHi have a fin ite  ©ubeovering#
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3>*
The lagftteaUefi of the ascio® of choice by (2 )1 i t  sore interest*
lag* Let $X^ atA be a collection of non-empty sets* v/e prove that
'the product apace is  Define fo r every **# in  A 2 **1 u Ll^I  a '  §
•t*er« -A is  aw  arbitrary sjmtol. Assign a topology to Xft by lettin g the
empty set ana coraplesento of fin ite  sets to be open. Topologise Z bya
saying a set i s  open in Z i f  i t  i s  open in X or i f  i t  is  the union
—A fcir
o f m  open set in  t  sad {a], I t  Is evident with this- topology that each 
%& i s  compact» Further, since the empty sat i s  open la  X^m have 
4> o J-aI «I-A&>pen in Z for every »#  in  A*
8r
Define g  m  the set of a ll Tr where r is  in A and f r« ^  % 
that Tr Is the point set|A^and I^Sa for ftatt not equal to r* Sow f  
covers aX i \  l f a”eA is  empty* Applying <2 ) , » there thm exists a 
fin ite  cover with say t* { f - * * ’ri% $ *
Define Pr  (s) as the r ^ th  coordinate of the point a contained in 
now that we can define a point in  the product space
which i t  not covered by members of T (whence i t  must fee true that
sS a  \  ijS not W^3T)* In particu lar define the point s* such th at f a (s l )3iA  
for na,> not equal to r^ r^ r^ *  **** o t rn and nan contained in  A and le t  
Pa(s*)so£a m ere %  Is  an element of i& for 1 a11 equal to or-%
0 ) f—>(1)’
We now prove the ‘necessary1 portion of the Tychonoff Theorem 
using the .axiom of choice# That is* we show that given the collection 
of non-empty .spaces that the individual spaces w ill fee compact
i f  the product space i s  compact* For every fe In A define a function
%  0n a e A ^  tetcl Xfe m  fo l^ wsi For wary point {x^  a€Ain the
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product Bpmm [ { ^  3%* p&* then* yields the b-*th coordinate of any
point in  the product space* We assert pb is  a continuous mapping#
©tie is  evident, for le t  0^ he any open set in  Xfe such that aeA
is  an arb itrary  point o f * ®ote that pJ^C%) is  the set of a ll
points of the product space such that the b»*te coordinate sec element 
o f 0^* th is  is  precisely J fA Xa where I 0~Xa fo r ate and for
open in  X# This, by definition la  an open set# thus p^ „ ip a continuous 
mapping, Moreover pfe Is  a mapping onto since (using tee  axiom of choice)' 
given r  an element of %  i t  is  true there ex ists a point o f the product 
space having r  as i t s  b»*te ^ordinate* Thus fo r every b in  A ie  have %
as tee continuous Image of the compact space TJ~A & * i s  i ts e lf  then
\
compact# ; ,)'
Conversely, now, we show th a t i f  each X& of the coU e#ion ^
is  compact then tee product space ^  Xa la  contact. The eriteron 
which we us# i s  a well known theorem from topology* A spate ■ i s  compact 
i f  and only i f  every family of closed se ts having the f in ite  intersect** 
ion property .has tee  te tersteilo fj property* The reader is  Referred to 
Kelley, /$J,p*13d* V
le t r€S (generally E  is  d ifferen t from A) be a  collection 
o f closed subsets of tee product space xa having tee f in ite  
intersection property*
ta M  (&)* asserts tern  that there cadet* a eo liec tite  0* $0^ 
of subsets, not nocossarily a l l  closed, of J j *  Xa «hich contains the 
collection re ^ a s  a subcolleetton and which has the f in ite  
intersection property end m  collection of subsets of tee;product 
space having 0 as a proper subcollection also- has tee f in ite  later** 
section property# the te lleetion  § must teerefbre sa tisfy  the follow-*
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4% condition© t CD the i»t#rs#0'ilo» o f m f non-empty f in ite  collection
of se tb which are elements of G is  an element of Gi ( i t)  I f  & i s  a -auto-* 
se t of tli# product space ©note that I* in tersects every element of §* then 
I* i s  an element o f Q*
to show (!) i s  tree  le t  Q* tee a fin ite  collection of sets which are 
elements of § -i»e» 0 *» afeg for E s  fin ite  subset o f-A*
Cemslder.. eQg G#* This intersection is  obviously not void since th is  
is  a fin ite  collection of subsets of G* further the collection com* 
posed o f til# seta of G (i*e, and the set is  easily-
verified  to  have the f in ite  intersection property* t&l» la s t mentioned 
collection contains G as a proper sutecoXXection t f eQ> Ge is  not in G. 
th is  is  a contradiction to  the re se lls  of lemma CD1! therefor# G0 
must i ts e lf  tee an element of 0*
To $b$ir (D ) is  true let. 1 tee a fin ite  subset of,A and le t  
0!» low ^Qg G^  is  non-void# and is  an element of G by {!)*
therefore, by hypothesis L n J^E %  ^s non-void* Clearly, then* th is  says 
th a t the collection of set# imposed of L and ^G^de^ h as the f in ite  
intersection property. Further* i f  1 is  not in  0 then th is  collection 
contains t  as a proper ontecolXecticn, This is  a contraction to the 
.resalt# of lemma (2) * j therefore* 1 m at tee an element of 6.
low* Iter each te contained in A denote Ib as the collection of closed 
sets^^.(S p ^  We show th at ie  a family of closed subsets of 
which has the fin ite  in tere tc tloa  property* for each d contained In 
JV  we have 0^ contained in the product space X& and maps 
thm product space onto X^  fo r every te and also the closure of % (% ) 
le  a subset of X^ * Suppose now th at w© have the f in ite  collection
2$
i — t contained in  ) \ , . * ^ msh ire t o eC b 4* 3 te*1*2f ****n L b <| J
iX > p.
?b^%p^n n **'* n % t ^ 7  - f \  ^dgn ***
tbiks for ewy b In tee set I. there exists* s&toe lb is compact* a
point ^  In the in te rac tio n  dQn 5 W *  lte e  ^  us@ ^  fact *»* i f
a get. is  compact thm  m f  collection of non-empty closed sets which
baa tee f in ite  intersection property w ill bare the intersection
property* le t  w& ^  denote the point of thm product apace X
thee chosen and le t  0 be any open, set to <r , the basis for the topology
mf the proinci space* that centalins the point &» Mm atm!! show that
II n ?r#?f fo r erery r  contained in  21 * Since 8 is  any open subset of 'tee
product space In «* containing. t* i t  w ill teen follow teat % i s  a
lim it point of tee closed se t for eirsry r  contained in 21 * tens
s is  m  element o f H t  ant emr proof w ill be complete* llotioe thatre 2. r
i f  u* is  an arb itrary  open se t containing tee point % teen there ex ists
a set i  in cr- mm  teat 8  is  contained In 0 * and II contains %* fhm
there i s  no lose of generality by allowing U to be an open set in <s~ *
We assert tea t pw is  an-open sav in g  for every b in  A* fh is  is  o o"ih
evident* for le t  be any open subset of^TJ^ Either
or ?b is  an ope** eabeeb of I b* fo r ©ate-point of T we
have p^ C )-$&* Further pb i s  a mapping onto f b since (using
tee axiom of choice) girsn r in there i s  a .point ^ek such that 
y^-r* Thus tee imago of any open setAis  an open sot# Hence# pb Is  an 
open mpp3s*&> since m m y  epih net in aT ^  xft i t  tee n s to  of sets in  «r *
Eow* 40 see that 0 n Pr 18 not « * *  for 8ver* r to Z  notloe fir st
that for otrery d ln_A and b in  k we hmm pb(l) n p^t^T  non-empty*
Z9
th is  t© evident alnce % %m m  €kmm% of i  and jsp where x  la
la  an open mapping* i t  then follows that the intersection of p^(0)b
and % (% ) t® not empty fo r a l l  4 in-A.and all. h %m A# To verify
th is w© know that pfe(H) n la  non»foM| therefore* le t  s1 be
a point of the Interaeetioo# low U la  an open set and ^  an open 
mpfing which then yieM s 0* a  point in the ©pen set 9^00 and also 
a point of the oloaur© of the set %^%) * Haring the la tte r  property 
mw ©pen set containing a1 w ill in tersect in particu lar
%C«)n % (% )¥*
OonseduentXy [p ^ (p ^(lf5)3 n 0^ is  not empty for a ll  b in A and
a l l  d in-dr#’ I t  is  a of th is  and property (11.) that Cpb(d))
la  an elescni of 0 for e w y  b in A* Bat 0* QpP^Hp^Cw}} where f 1 is
sera fin ite  ©mbset of A* Oonsequ.entXy, by property (i)# 0 is  an element
of 0* therefore 0 n $1 is  non-iroid for a ll  r  in  2  sine© each Fr  r
la  an element of 0#
CHAPTER If  
TRICHOTOMY Kffi CARCMAt K0!fflEft3
We now turn our attention to cardinal nmbero.
fheorea J  The axiom of choice and th* lew of trichotomy for
cardinal newer# are e^ ml?aisnt,*
The proof i s  due to Slcrpinafei /9_?* pp * 26&*268f #0?~hO9 #
To tow  ill# s^ost. o f to ie # |. |a  t o  efu tfsle iit form of t o  neiiu 
ordering to&rea* £a$&*$ t o  la ir o f trichotomy for cardinal numbers 
f i r s t  p iw s savers! necessary lemmas* to r n  l i  le t  A bo & n©n~ 
siapiy set mil^rdeto i& o t * f £  ffcx) i s  a function^  dsfinoa for to  
elements of A* snob that t(%) i s  an eiem &  of A for M M A md £ (x )o tf(j)  
for x  and y contained in  A with ^ y *  then £(&)«<.& can bold fo r no 
element n&n o f the set i* To show th is  i s  true, suppose that* for 
a certain element V  of t o  se t A* #0- h&m t o  relation  f(a}<* a* le t  
no denote by 1 t o  set of aH  t o s t  n of t o  set A fo r tteeii
f(x)oo.s* By definition o f ibe set 1 no haw «#* an element o f 8 and 
t o  se t 8* as a non-empty subset o f t o  mH**9r&&md se t A, M i a 
f i r s t  eliw it.*  t |«  Slate &g is  an #ieii.»t of I  m  t o e  t o  relation  
f(&! le t  a^ f{a |)i- a2 «** element o f t o  se t A and m
hare a2°<-at * ^Meli* in  riew of t o  fro fe rtie s  of t o  function f j 
implies t o  relation f(a2)**CC&|} *i*su f(a2)o6a^# which says t o t  
i s  m  element of 8* Sat ib is  i s  impossible since ag<^a  ^ md. a^  i s  
t o  f i r s t  d m t  of t o  se t B* f t o  t o  a ss i^ tto n  t o t ' t o  relation  
f(a)o^a bolds for a certain  element *mn of t o  se t A leads to a
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contradiction* ftiib th m  prom s thm ftar*t lemma*
lemma Z t A well-ordered ©ft can be $taljL£j&y mapped onto its e lf  
only ideniioslJy*
Suppose that a well-ordered set A 1© similarly mapped onto itse lfj  
le t  f  denote a function establishing that mapping* i t s  i m m m
4
faction*  Of course the function f  also establishes a sim ilar mapping 
of the m t  A  onto itse lf*  2& r lf ta e  o f the above remark neither f(a ) °^a 
m r  f~* Ca)^a can to ld  fo r snr eliM fii *an o f the se t i f  hence i t  
follows t i l m  th a t we hare a^f(a)*  fo r i t  would imply that
f^C a)^f^(fC d ))*  i,*e* £***( &}<*&* since the function f  establishes a 
sim ilar mapping' of the set A onto itse lf*  Which is  impossible* thus 
for each element 11 a11 of the se t A both the relation  f(aV& and the 
relation  &<*f($) a*1® false# which pjcwst th a t we mast bar# f(a)^a f i r  
#a® an e l« n %  of 4# therefore w  hare our conclusion#
Im m  3* two similar well-ordered sets can be similarly mapped 
onto each other In- one way only*
Suppose now that f  and g arc two different similar mappings of a 
weH~ordered set A onto a set S* fhe function (f(a) > obviously 
establiilies a similar mapping of the set A 'Onto it s e lf  and therefore 
i t  follows from the abcwe discretion that g~* (fCa) )«& for a^1 an element 
of A, Whence fCaJ g^Ca) for *a* in A* which contradicts the assumption 
that the mappings f  and g are different from each other#
lemma kt tt§  for each segment of a well-ordered set A, different 
from A, there eedota a. sisdiar sc le n t of a waH**erierea set A1 differ* 
eni from A* end then the sets At and A are similar* fo
show this* le t  "a** be an arMtrmy element of A* Define A as the set’3
»of mix of A that precede * By assumption to r #  ex ists a
sim ilar segment s y  of A1 and as m  know* only on© era oh segpsent* the
element e* o f t o  sot A1 is  thus well-defined by the elemani of
t o  sot A* £#& fCo)®#1# Th© function f  #siab ilsh tt a sim ilar snipping
of to  tot A onto to  set A**
Indeed* le t a* bo an arbitrary  ©lament of A1 and corresponding
to the segment A*, of the set A» corresponds, to virtue of our assartton,
a sim ilar segment of Aa of t o  to t A and i t  follows from the definition
o f  t o  fu n o tlo n  f  th a t  t (a}**!1 * t o e  each element o f  t o  s e t  A* i $  an
tmag# of a certain, © toeai of t o  sot A*
fin a lly  i f  at t o  elements of A such t o t  a ^ a g# then
clearly  a i s  sim ilar to a proper segment of A t o  for a*~f(a4) 
a1 a2 1 1
t o  *^»f{&g} w* to o  A |f' #W Iar to a proper ©ognoftt of At, since
"i 2
A is  sim ilar to Af * t o  A* i s  e to la ?  to A * torcfor©  a* °^ai*
*, * | ■* =2 1 2
hence each element of A1 is  an image of only one element of t o  se t A 
and f  establishes the sim ilarity  of the sets A t o  A*#
low le t  A and A* bo t o  ,fto&  tisll-orderod. sets such t o t  in  A 
to r e  osdct# «■ se p w t d if f s r to  from A t o t  is  not sim ilar to m i  
segment of A*1 different tom. A**. le t  A^  denote t o  smallest meto 
segment o f A* (from our discussion of segments in  Chapter 1 i t  is
propel*
clear t o t  eaery^segment in  a well-ordered set A is  of t o  form A *
for some a* In Ju) tfe shall', f » f#  t o t  each segment o f A* different
from A* i s  sim ilar to a s©&mi of the set A^  differen t tom A .a a
I f  to r e  exists segments of A* different, tom  A* not sim ilar
to any segment o f A different tom  A * thm  le t  A* k denote the smallesta a a1'
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of them* fhm  each segment o f the m% d ifferent fmm A31#
iming a aopiaft o f th# aei I* t and heiisg smaller than A* t * i s  slM lara " a
to  a segment A of the sot A., d ifferent from I  and w© hate A CA #© a a © a
Therefor© each segment o f A1  ^ d ifferent from A^ t. i© sim ilar to  a seipeat
mi A d ifferen t froa A, * 1 st #1©# each segment A of the eofc A d iffe r- a a ' #* aI
m% from A is*. according to  the definition. o f the s^ p m t Aa» .similar
to a A*# of th# se t &* different from A1 aai i t  follows from
at
the definition of the segment A1 that A1 C A1 * thus each sepieai
a* a* a f 
1
o f the se t Aa d ifferen t from la  sim ilar to a segment of the set A* * 
d ifferen t from Aa»* from oar discussion on pag© 31A^  and A |f are 
slmilar ^  ^ a d i c t s  the definition of Aft,
Thus m  have proved that each segment of the se t A* d ifferent
from A1 is  s i^ la r  to -a m $m&  o f'th #  sot A different from A . %'SI 3t
the definition of the segment A I t  follows that also each scpient of the
m-
m% A different from A .# hence m ailer than. A * 1# sim ilar to a a 'a a
m$mm% o f the set At* d ifferen t from A1#
Again by a previous discussion m  have A1 and A sim ilar, hencea
the se t A3 i s  sim ilar to  a certain segment of A differen t Smm k*
Mb M m  proved, that i f  A. and A! at*# two well-ordered sets .and i f  
In. the set A there cadets a segment*. d ifferen t from A* th a t is  not 
sim ilar to  anv segment o f the se t A1 d ifferen t fmm A1* then the set 
A* is  sim ilar to a .certain ©spent of the set A d ifferen t from A*
I t  follow# th at I f  on the set A* there exist# a suggest differen t 
fmm A% not sim ilar to any segment o f the se t A d ifferen t tr m  A, then 
the se t A is  sim ilar to a certain se p rn t of th# set A1 d ifferen t from 
A1*
3*
hmm 5* fSemsbei## I f  N tad I  am tm
m t$ smh that each is  equivalent t# a subset of the other* thou 1  
i s  equivalent (written H <u S) to
the proof is  4m to S* &&&& /\7* pp* 22-35*
Ms f i r s t  show the following proposition* (F) I f  if is  equivalent 
to a subset 1%, then M is  equivalent to- every set Jfy with the property 
that
k&mm® with H equivalent 'to For oonvenlence set
M^ -A* and. M~M^CU then proposition (P) reads as follows*
(P*) I f  A>8, and 0 are- d is jo in t'se ts  and A 0 B u c is  equivalent to A 
then ioBuO is  equivalent to A o S»
Sow* according to the hypothesis th a t  AuBuG i s  eq u iv a len t to />, 
there exists a mapping *Pof the set A « l u G on A*. le t  A^ # 3^r and 
be the subsets of A which are the images of A* 1 , and 0  respectively* 
then (la) Aj t» 8  ^  u q^a  and (1b) A ^ a^ g */ B|# and C*u . Further 
A| * 1 | f and 0^  are diejoint*
Sinee A is  mapped by cp on A|f I t  follows fro® (1a) that the 
subsets A,|* E |f and Cj of A are 'mppsd by vf m  subsets A2* %» and 0^  
respectively*of A^ » then we .have (2a) A2u % uc2^ &1 ^  (2b) A| ^  A2 * 
B| ^  ©2* ** ®z further A2* ®2* c2 ar<5 disjoint* The
next step leads to three sets Ay By and O3 with (3a) A^u ©3° Gy&% 
and (3b) A2^  k y  ®2 ** ®y C2 n> c^* further* *3* B3* and Gj are 
d isjo in t1 a t cetera.
Hue to A> ai a^  «*&%'* *4*9 the process does not terminate*
Foie especially the equivalence (X) 0^/u Cg a^ * * * a rs in g  from
35
f t$2$*. (2b)* *
I f  m  80% D» J^n A*> n A /^l *•** -which my be w M , m  M m
jI, ui! u o S u 0- ul|U  C*u Bg v Cg0 * * *
Aoi^BoBo CjuB^u G2u % u
Here,, on the right-hand side of the f i r s t  equation, a ll  the 
terns ere mutually exclusive, and the erne is  true of the second 
equation, Bmmf A uB is  mailed on A^buC and (F*) i s  proved i f  we 
succeed. in establishing, a mailing between every tern on the right- 
hand side of the f i r s t  equation and the tern d irectly  below i t  in 
the second equation* The existence of th is  mapping, however, is  
ensured by CD*
!:ow*10 prove wr lmx*’ let !s and »tbo s a b s e t 8  of H « d H
respectively such that M *> and If *vj l.| * By m m s  Of a mapping 
resulting from the la s t equivalence, the sot If is  mapped onto £i| and 
hence, in  particular, the subset If^  i s  mapped on a subset, , of 
H * Thus 9 M md M k2*
Consequently by (j^  E| ^  $f$ and since if| ^  I  »  have also
!U
Hotice 'that the axiom of choice ( o r any of I ts  equivalent 
forms) has not been used in the proof of any of the proceeding
five lemmas*
Thu a %m well-ordered sets or# either sim ilar or m e  and 00% m e 
o f tkm  is  sim ilar to a certain segment of the other set* different 
trm  that se t.
As a  d i r e s t  consequence thm * always m e m i  only m e  o f  th e
a  s# &. %&. *s •s?foxmlae A-A1* i c i l #  A>I* .holds for A m i A1 being well-ordered, sets* 
I t  Is  m  easy tads to sow show that the axiom of choice implies 
the law of trichotomy, le t  4 | m i be. tm  arbitrary sets* iy  the 
well ordering theorem., or equlvolentXy the axiom mi choice, A^ and A^  
mm be well-ordered, and by mm previous discussion the law of 
trichotomy is  ism dlate*
The converse*. i*e* the i^ lic a tio e  of -the axle® of choice by the 
lew mi trichotomy# requires- perhaps as meh development as the above 
implication did.
Let IS denote a set and U(H) the ©at of a ll  subsets of 1 and uo(M) 
the sot of a l l  seta whose elements are subsets o f the set B* llotlwe 
vuftl) is  the- se t of a l l  subsets of l/(H)# i y  UU0(K)» then* we mean the 
set of a l l  subsets of 08(H)* lie f i r s t  assert that we are able to 
define a function f(II) which associates with every set K a certain 
well-ordered m t  f(H) contained in  tUd(Il)* whose power is  neither 
equal to nor less than the power of the set t!f
le t  f  denote the m t  of a l l  those sets of the subsets of ft 
which, are well-ordered according, to the .relation c  #. between the 
subsets of the set M which are their' dements* This for example i f  
&3{l*2«2t*«#} thm  {{3}] is  an element of F* [ {1,2} {t *2,5$ ] i s  an 
element of f  but * fe*3) \  is  not an element of F* le t  us
divide the set# belonging to the set F into classes, assigning two-
sets to the same class i f  and only i f  they are sim ilarly well-ordered 
and le t  ^denote the set of classes obtained in  th is  manner* The classes 
a rt of oovreo subsets of the set f* hence i t  follows that the set p  is  
a subset of the set U(F) and since f  is  a subset of 0O(!l) we have 0(F) 
a subset of VOu(H) and thus ^ is  a subset of OT0<M).
Before continuing our proof we prove the following lemma t the 
set of a l l  proper segments of a well-ordered sot is  well-ordered by 
inclusion*
le t S bo a well-ordered'set# How* le t 5® bo a collection of 
proper segments of S. I f  S* contains the proper segment A, then A 
has the form for some in $» Define K as the set of a l l  ttan such 
that Aa is  a segment in  the collection $** 5 is  well-ordered; therefore, 
K has a f i r s t  element* say a1 * Sow i f  Aa is  In 3* m  have In 1 
such that a1 proceeds a«j * Me then immediately have Aat c  Aa  ^* Thus 
$% being any collection of proper segments of $t has a f ir s t  element 
when ordered by inclusion*
Sow* suppose that and Eg are two- different classes belonging
to with At aa element ef K, and A2 an element of E^ * then and
Ag are well-ordered bat they are not sim ilar since they belong to
d ifferen t classes* thus -by m  ea rlie r discussion one of these sets
is  sim ilar to a proper segment of the other* le t  -< IC^ i f  is
sim ilar to a proper segment of Ag* if* instead we chose A| and A^  such
that a; is  an element of K, and A* is  an element of :<2 than we should
have A| sim ilar to a-proper segment of A|. This Is  evident* for
suppose A1 were sim ilar to a proper segment of A* « A and A* belong to — 1 2  2
the same class Kg tn^) And are therefore similar* Thus* i f  A| is
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sim ilar to a, proper- segment of Aj then A2 is  sim ilar to a proper 
segment of A |. le n d in g  th is  argument m  obtain A2 sim ilar to a 
proper segment of which is  impossible sino© we have assumed Aj 
sim ilar to a proper segment of I 2*
Me assert <f> is  well-ordered by the relation <. * To show ib is  
le t  K be a subset of <p # Choose K an element of & and € m  element of %#
0 is  well-ordered by c  * Define § to be equal to  the set of a ll  U such
that Q is  an element of I  and 0 K* I f  is  in  K and B| in  ! |  and
K<j -< K then is  sim ilar to one and .only one segment of C« Thus IC^
contains a segment of 0* say C<$ * Hence each element i  of I  which ta  < E 
contains exactly one segment Oq of C* This segment is  of the form 
0a^ for some b^ in  O* Since* by our previous 1mm* the collection 
of proper segments of 0 i s  well-ordered by c: # the set of a l l  Qq 
such that G is  in  Q has a f i r s t  element* say C ^ *  Mm 0* is  the f ir s t  
element of .g otherwise i f  there exists G1 such that G* K 0* we would 
have C ^ # contradicting CB^  being the f i r s t  element of the
collection of proper segments well-ordered by c  *
x$* tsstMe prove 4  ^ U is  iapossible whence we have our conclusion by 
defining f(M)~ <f> *
To th is  end assume ft* This then ©ays there exist© a subset 
of i-i such that j> is  in  on#^to«one correspondence with and 
there exists a mapping of the set <f) onto by which H| is  well-ordered* 
Thus <f) and are similar#
Denote by A the set of a ll  proper segments of M ^A1 w ill be a 
certain set of subsets of M* well-ordered by the relation ^  $ hence,
A belongs to some se t E of j> * The mapping a->A^ is  a sim ilar mapping
«f onto 4*
tit m$m  if ;i it  * 40l3*e$i#a f t  $**$*? m m *** of 4 ositoosOoMt
<=■ # 0 t© *$&££$# to 4# 1 M  *toa*oi of & to te g #  i t  m m  n ito
< ® *t&ao 4 it  iittif m stoaMfc of &• Ato* mMk &j mm tost Kj < s
<mtiSnf M o tto  m e pmpm ■m^m% o f  Ai hmm* mm «toa*nt ts^
' 1
of §# I t  %  < f |  < f£ tkm  b g c= |  i t  tli* «mptag f |  —> to *
s to ito rlt?  m im m - & sod #0 so m m  of 0 ostoM tooi bf s , ft®# toto 
$**$«* *$$**»& of $  fa M &tor f t  ^  i t  * Emm*.
J f i  is rotoo twoo % tiietotttv’ *5 > 1*
§0® let m M i  a flmwflalto mM$ml mmim w& lit  11 bo 0 Hit 
of goosr tt* ftto pm m  of too m t i (S) mm. ototooato 1st a* atogis* 
M *to»0sab f t  tlw «MU& f t  41*0 Sit- It Of fsss r at lit- ua M f  i t  
t>7 { f W l
-to *&*» of £(**} trntog to M l 1*» m
. p ^s f  {») £ ?* * to o #  to r s o w  ffn^ tto ii#  fuM lfsl M to r  « tour#
wstete m etegto sfW sato itoi K(# «$■ KC®> is mt
toss thm  m  o%«il to  m#
i s  sesaetoto s&r p i t  I f  m osrtiiig to*- tosr o f titototooy togAiss 
■to# m m  o f  to o to t# to  tb to  o s i  t o t  i t i  1  s o t  m i  »  i t s  isooor* fb s s  
ttor#. so stopfe Kfa) .MSA to  not to i t  i&to or oqesi to &
&0& too to* of tototo'tosassr so txsvo m< KW MUte mw® * is oqutratooi 
m 0 oatooi of « sot of #©i®§t jS* Cm)#, tom* toosOlstolr
tooro is a iiO!U#orMpiai .ntotooo o» tto  so t E*
m m m  ? 
m ix c m o m
The extremes of views h©M by mathematician© 011. the axiom of choice 
nr© evident by those held by t* Luain md Hilbert* Framk&l m I BatvEillal 
ft  f »ppS&-&>t suggest that lusln considered the pro©!* of any theorem by 
means of g©iml©fe axiom a© to ta lly  looking In significance and value* 
fh© same anthers «&*$ motion that recording to Hilbert the axiom of 
choice la  to e d  on a general logical principle which 4© necessary md 
quit# indispenaibie for the foundation of mathematical inference*
ifty then os© the axiom of choice when there is  a question of i t s  
validity? Thus fa r the axiom of choice has not contradicted other 
accepted axioms* fmm  tfe&p axiom mathematicians have dr ami a great many 
conclusions* non© of which m -far has lead to a contradiction* to y  
of these conclusions have themselves been validated by proofs Indepead** 
eat of the axiom of ■choice*
A strong argntt«% in favor of l©rwl©fa axiom was made In 193® 
when the m them tician E* dSdel proved that the axiom of choice is  
consistent with other generally accepted axioms provided these other 
axioms are consistent with on© another*
Much restarch has beta don© In a tte s tin g  to prove items without 
the aid of the axiom of choice but l i t t l e  or nothing has been accom­
plished 4a directly  denying the axiom and attempting to draw further 
conclusions from th is denial* Much can be done without d irectly  apply­
ing the .axiom of choice* M  'topology the axiom of choice is  usually 
assumed from the s ta rt, while algebraists are inclined to proceed as
m
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far m  pomihle without It* fin analysis* lanigu developed the theory 
o f real md complex numbers without the axiom o f choice* Hardy developed 
calculus in  a rigorous method* employing the m&m of choice in very tm  
instances* each o f which could hmm bom avoided*
there tre  axiomatic systems of se t theory* notably that of 
mm Mmvmwi* whom there i s  ho m p lic it appearance of the axiom of 
choice bat i t  is  a consequence of the other axiom#*.
Me so® then* in previous chapters* th at there are equivalent 
statements o f the axiom of choice In various branches o f mathematics*
I t  may be instructional a t th is  time to  note some of the applicate 
ions of the wMom o f choice* Of course the axiom o f choice can be mod
&s a valuable heuristic tool -  i*e* the axiom of choice can be used to
discover conclusions for which m  can thm  seek proofs which do m% 
Imploy said axiom*
Slerpi&ski l is ts  several, theorems which he asserts
smthematlaians .have been unable to prove without the axiom of choice*
A few o f  them follows
1) I f  we decompose any set k into pairwise d isjo in t non* 
esply subsets* then th e  set o f a ll  those subsets is  
of power leas than or equal to the power of the se t JU
2) I f  we decompose a set of the power of the- continuum
into two subsets* then a t least one o f them w ill b© of
the power of the continuum*
3) In order that an in fin ite  se t be d-enumerable i t  is  
necessary and sufficien t that i t  be equivalent to each 
of i t s  in fin ite  subsets* (Her#* only the tt sufficiency** 
requires the axiom of choice*}
4) ©very in fin ite  set is  the sum of m  in fin ite  series of 
non-empty d isjo in t sets*
5) ivery in fin ite  se t o f real numbers contains a denmmerabl© 
subset*
foO
&} fit# sum o f an in fin ite  sort## of d isjo in t non^ompty sate, 
fin ite  or ^enumerable* is  a denumerable sat#
Again* Sierpi&ski* /S /, relates the followings
analysis* loss diroms fonetion f(x) dMiai© dan# so lotervalXe
(a*b) out eentimt© as point ^  do oat tniejnralX# m  sen# do
Cauchy* s i pom  toot nombre p o sltif 6 m  motor* pooitifX
exists tsX que l*in% aiitO  | f ^  S entrains, pour to st 
neissbre x  do l* i» te r a 2 1 e  £a»b}* Sfin # g ti i t i -  ^
fen# dirons* d*autre parti qn**m© f©notion f(x) difir® 
dan# un in te r im !!#  (a#h)* ©st eeniins© as p o in t do s e t  
inters©!!© au sens 4e II* Heine si* pom tost# suite 
Inflate % 4m motor** 4m X'intexwalX© («t*b), la  formula 
(!) j jg . entrain# la  foimil# (a) jyjj^ i (%}«!(%)*
tin. pout d tein irer sen# peine* sans I 1 aide de l*axiesie de 
1* fermele* quo* al mm fonctlor £(x) dafinie dans mi 
Interval!© (a,b) eat continue an point xu de set in te r- 
valle an sens de Caaehy* ell© set auasl continue an 
point jeq an sens do M* Heine? taa&A 1# dtoonstretioii de 
la  proposition rfeiproque s%ppuie ear i 1 axiom© de 1* 
fermele*
fetsare theory?
Site# #e baser ear I 1 axiom# de 1* Semelo* on n© sa lt 
pas dkmntmr ie  tMorhmt fon4mm%mX de mesore lobes- 
giilenne* hhferisi d*aprOs leqtiel 1* ensemble * mmm 
dinae in fin ite  dlmosbrabX© eat as msmtol®
maaor&ble*
Currently m&them&tielaas are mishit to demonstrate the existence
of a non-measurable set without the axiom of choice* Eolmgorev and 
Feiita*/?i*p*f% exhibit an m sg fe  of a non^meaturgble' se t constructed 
on the olroumfermoe of a «&«&** th e ir discussion follows t
le t  C be a ©irmtmfercace of length 1, and le t  be an 
Irrational number* Partition  the point# of C into 
classes by the following rule* two- point# of 0 belong
^3
to the aaaa ©lass i f  m i  only i f  ©me ©am be carried into 
the other by a rotation of 0 through an angle it<* (degrees) 
where n. ig an integer* Bach class is  clearly countable. Me 
mow select a point fmm each ©lass* Me show that the resulting 
set #  is  m«*»aeurabl#* denote, h r . #. the set obtained hr 
rotating #  through the angle n«*« I t  %$■ easily  seen that a l l  
the seta are palrwia* d isjo in t and that their- union is  C* 
I f  the set *  wore. measurable the sets . ^  congruent to i t  
would alto  twt.aaaaor&ble* Bine© 0» _& Srn ' the<r-additivity 
of the m&mm wbuM lag&y that jL n $"« # for n#su But eom~ 
gruent seta seat hm& Wm same measuret (A) *
the ■ la s t equality shows th a t (A) i s  is^osaibla# iinco the sum 
of the series m  the le f t  side of (A) is  sero i f  y< (s)~0 
and Is  m ftn ity  i f  i s  greater than 0. Hence, the set
& (and consequently w r y  m t #a) is  notuseasmrable*
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